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$1 and $5 Matched Four Digit

TERMS AND CONDITIONS
GRADING PAPER MONEY
Terms and Conditions
All items are in stock and available at the time this catalog was prepared. All notes are guaranteed genuine U. S.
gov- ernment issued legal tender, with the exception of Specimen, Proof and Foreign Notes. If any item sold in
this catalog is ever found in the future to not be genuine, a full refund of the original purchase price will be given.
Your satisfaction is very important to us. We are not happy with a sale unless you are. Repeat customers make
up over 95% of our business. Every order carries a 10 day, no-questions-asked, money back guaranty, with
these exceptions: 1) Any note that has been previously encapsulized by PMG, PCGS, CGA, RCGS, CGC, LCG, or
any third-party grading service may not be returned for any reason. 2) Any raw note purchased from us that is
submitted to a grading service that comes back graded differently than we have described it, may not be returned.
Any other banknote purchased from us, sent back by the original purchaser, received by us, in its original condition, may be returned up to 10 days from the date you receive your order. To avoid misunderstandings and to
answer any and all questions, please call Fred or Bianca at 1-586-979-3400 to review or discuss any notes you
wish to purchase. Unless agreed to in advance, all items must be paid for within 30 days of order date, unless other
arrangements have been made in writing by Executive Currency. A finance charge of 1% per month will apply to
all balances over 30 days. There is no additional charge for the use of Pay Pal. Shipping and insurance charges are
INCLUDED in our catalog prices. All orders are shipped via USPS Mail at no additional charge. Forms of payment
that ensure two business day shipping turnaround include: VISA, MC, DISC, AMEX, Pay Pal, cashier’s checks,
certified checks, money orders and wire transfers. Personal checks from new clients are welcome but may delay
shipping for two weeks to allow the check to clear. Monthly payment plans with no finance charges are available
for many clients. We would be delighted to work with you to set up a payment plan.

Grading Paper Money
Grading currency is an art and not a science. There is no one industry standard that is universally accepted by all
dealers, collectors or grading services. We make every attempt to grade accurately and conservatively. We have
adopted the following descriptions for each grade that we feel parallels that used by the majority of professional
currency dealers and of the well-established grading services, PCGS, PMG, and LCG:
Superb Gem CU or Superb Gem Crisp Uncirculated - A virtually perfect specimen. Near perfect margins, bright
paper, vibrant inks, and fully embossed surfaces. May have one or two very minor handling marks and/or a tiny
corner crinkle. One might expect this note to be graded 67 by PCGS and PMG.
Gem CU or Gem Crisp Uncirculated or Gem New - An almost but not quite perfect note. Above average but not
perfect margins, with no aging or fading of papers, bright inks. Same flaws acceptable as Superb Gem CU. May or
may not have fully embossed surfaces. One might expect a Grade of 65 or 66 by PCGS and PMG.
Choice CU or Choice Crisp Uncirculated or Ch CU - A very nice new note, but margins may be uneven or a bit
skewed. Paper may show light aging, with some handling marks evident. Might be graded 63 or 64.
CU, Unc. or Crisp Uncirculated or New - A new note with some minor flaws. The note may have some aging,
pin- holes, margins may be shifted, handling marks will be evident, with one or two corner tip folds. 60 to 62.
AU or Almost Uncirculated or About New - A note similar to a “CU” or “Unc.” note above, but will have a
centerfold and/or another light fold, corner fold, or bend in another area. May be graded 50 to 58.
XF or Extra Fine - A lightly circulated note that may have three folds, and may have handling marks and other minor distractions. Still relatively crisp and clean. Reasonable to expect a possible grade of 40 – 45 by PMG or PCGS.
VF or Very Fine - A well circulated note with multiple folds, duller paper and coloration, with little crispness. PCGS
or PMG would likely grade this note 20 – 35, with a 35 appearing much much better than a 20.
F or Fine - A note lacking in crispness and coloration. Fairly heavy circulation w/ edge problems 12 - 15.
VG or Very Good – Heavily circulated note with multiple problems. One could expect a graded of 8 – 10.
Good – Very heavily circulated with pieces missing, heavy paper splits, poor color. Grade may be 4 – 6.
App - Apparent. The grading service has made comments indicating the note had perhaps a minor repair or other
conservation work done.
Net - The grading service has indicated the note has had conservation or minor repair work done.
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ABOUT FREDERICK J. BART
Frederick J. Bart is the author of United States Paper Money Errors, the 4th
edition of the definitive reference was released in late-2015. He has appeared on CNN, NBC, FOX, and been quoted in USA Today. During the
last year, Frederick has appeared multiple times on the reality TV show
Pawn Stars and in the full-length documentary, $2 Bill Movie which debuted at the Fort Lauderdale International Film Festival before nationwide
showings. His personal paper money collections include: Serial Number
One National Banknotes by state, Large and Small Size Serial Number
One by Type, and $100 Large Size Type Notes. He joined the American
Numismatic Associa- tion in 1973, foreshadowing a lifelong involvement
in coins and currency. By the late-1970s he was advertising sporadically
in Coin World and, in 1981, issued his first price list featuring paper money. Despite early numis- matic entrepreneurship, Frederick pursued a traditional career route as a trauma surgeon and performed reconstructive
surgery for more than a dec- ade before returning to his first love. BART,
Inc (the parent corporation of Executive Currency) was founded in 1997.
During the past two decades, Frederick J. Bart has handled nearly every major US paper money rarity,
including the $1,000 1890 Treasury Note or “Grand Watermelon,” the first piece to realize more than
one million dollars at public auction. Frederick was selected for full membership in the prestigious
Professional Numismatists Guild, an honor bestowed upon very few currency dealers since the PNG’s
inception sixty years ago..

A Note From Fred
I consider each day to be blessing from God, but as I reflect back upon 2019, I can’t help but smile as
a few thoughts enter my mind. I have always said that I consider my children to be the two greatest
blessings of my life. My son, Fred, dropped to one knee on a bluff in Hawaii as he offered a lifetime
of love to his girlfriend. Two months later, my daughter Bianca, said, “yes” in front of the Eiffel Tower
during a surprise trip to Paris. My greatest joy is being a father and I am proud they have each found a
partner to accompany them on their journeys through life.
I must have passed along the wanderlust to my children given their destination engagements, but
Doris and I were fortunate to do extensive international traveling this year. Three of my favorite
places we recently visited were Iceland, Easter Island, and Shanghai. The northern lights in Iceland
were breathtaking and the Buddhist Temples in Shanghai were tranquil, but fulfilling my boyhood
dream of seeing the Moai carved by the Rapa Nui people transcends any adjective. That experience
was truly too great for words.
Perhaps not a competitor to the Easter Island heads, I’ve taken a few trips to the west coast to go
meteorite hunt-ing. This year brought me to Arizona, California, and Nevada. I thoroughly enjoyed hiking along Old Spanish Trail and finding a 20g meteorite from a dry lake bed.
The year has been very busy for our firm, and I’ve been privileged with the opportunity to purchase
several new collections, allowing us to consistently offer fresh material to our clients. Business is doing
well, and for many reasons, I’m optimistic for the future, but nothing is more important than family and
I am blessed to have enjoyed a wonderful year with mine.
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Fred can be reached at 1.586.979.3400 or at Bart@ExecutiveCurrency.com

ABOUT BIANCA B. BART
Bianca B. Bart was born into a home where numismatics often provided a
topic for dinner-table discussions; as such, her interest in the industry was
nearly predictable. In addition to seeking mentors within the field, she
enjoyed an internship at a top tier third-party grading firm immediately
after obtaining a bachelor’s degree from Michigan State University.
She holds membership in several numismatic associations, including
being a Life Member of the American Numismatic Association. Most
impressively, she is one of the youngest members to have been awarded full membership into the prestigious Professional Numismatist Guild.
Bianca Bart enjoys sharing her passion for the hobby and assisting
novice and elite collectors as they acquire the next trophy for their
collection.

A Note From Bianca
This past year has truly been one for the books! While I couldn’t imagine a more rewarding career
path, I maintain a rather busy life outside the office as well.
Having always been an avid traveler, two destinations were at the top of the list for 2019. In May,
I spent three weeks in the Philippines where I fell in love with the language, food, and culture. No
stranger to traveling, I’ve visited six of the seven continents by age 25 and have yet to tally up all of
the countries I’ve been blessed to visit; however, the Philippines will forever hold a special place in my
heart. Although, I must admit, it pales in comparison to my July adventure. Late July, I was taken on a
surprise vacation to Paris. At sunrise on Tuesday, July 30th, my five-year relationship evolved into an
engagement. I am beyond blessed to have such an amazing partner in my life, and now we begin the
great adventure of wedding planning!
During my undergraduate days at Michigan State University, I played on the women’s ice hockey
team. Now, a little slower, but just as passionate, I still continue to play regularly on a nationally-ranked
women’s team in metro-Detroit. After college, my playing career soon shifted into giving back to the
game; so in 2014, my fiancé and I launched a non-profit to offer free/low-cost hockey equipment and
training to the inner-city youth of Detroit. Still searching for another way to give back and be involved
in the game, I began officiating ice hockey. This past year, I had the opportunity to be hired full-time
as one of four female officials within the state of Michigan as a men’s college hockey official. If we’ve
never met, let me provide a bit of comic relief and perhaps even pique your curiosity—I am 5’2” on my
skates. Imagine two 21-year-old male Division I athletes fighting—and I have to break it up! Sometimes
you pray, sometimes you try to inject humor, and sometimes you just back up and wait it out. In all
seriousness, hockey has provided me with a great foundation for discipline and friendships
that I count my blessings every day.
I have two Pitbull rescues—Skylar and Deke. Skylar is a certified therapy dog and makes occasional
visits to the nursing home with me when I visit my grandmother. Deke is quite playful so he doesn’t get
to tag along to see the residents, but his favorite pastime is to spend time outdoors at the family cabin
or swim during his physical therapy appointments.
Perhaps best of all, each year has offered me the daily blessing of being a numismatist. There’s
nothing as rewarding as being able to work alongside my parents. Each day I learn from them and
interact with our amazing clients, like yourself. Thanks to your ongoing support, our family business
will be entering its 39th year as we offer numismatics to thousands of clients on five continents.
Without you, I would not have my dream job.
Bianca can be reached at 1.586.979.3400 or at Bianca@ExecutiveCurrency.com
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ABOUT

DORIS A. BART
Doris A. Bart encountered her first error in 1983. This exposure served as a
catalyst to alter her life course from a surgical “scrub” nurse to numismatist.
She is the co-author of chapters on paper money errors which appear in
major guidebooks such as Paper Money of the United States (Friedberg),
Standard Catalog of United States Paper Money (Cujah), and others.
Doris attends every major paper money convention and auction. Her
ability to direct clients to the fair market value, allows her to establish a
sensible bidding cap as she represents several clients in the same sale.
Doris is president of Executive Currency, overseeing the daily operations
of the firm and its staff, including its online auctions and website sales. As an avid collector, Doris
put together the finest assemblage of error notes on the $2 denomination, and in June of 2018 her
holdings were passed onto new collectors after it was auctioned. Doris is a member of the ANA and an
associate member of the Professional Numismatists Guild.
Doris can be reached at 1.586.979.3400 or at Doris@ExecutiveCurrency.com

KIM GALLAGHER
Kim Gallagher joined our staff in 2014 and has offered invaluable
solutions to our corporation. She currently holds the title of Executive
Director of Digital Media and Marketing, and is the mastermind behind this
catalog. Taking on the role and responsibility of providing our clients with
high-resolution images, social media management, and frequent email
blast specials, our firm is better because of Kim.
Although always a bit of a history buff, Kim admits her exposure to
collectibles never surpassed her grandfather’s stamp collection. Since
joining our firm, she has begun collecting U.S. and world paper money
with a focus on Detroit National Bank Notes. A big advocate of the Motor City, Kim enjoys taking her
collection back to the former cobblestone streets and finds the old bank buildings that once shared
the printed charter number on her notes.
Outside the office, Kim is probably playing or coaching hockey. She is a former professional
women’s ice hockey player, last drafted in 2018 to the reigning CWHL champs, the Markham Thunder.
She currently coaches an elite youth team in the Detroit-area and loves giving back to her community.
Kim can be reached at 1.586.979.3400 or at Kim@ExecutiveCurrency.com
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ABOUT

MIKE ABRAMSON
“After 53 years in the paper money business,
I have retired.” -Mike Abramson
Mike started as a collector of special serial numbered
banknotes back in 1967. He dabbled on and off picking up
fancy serial numbered banknotes as a young man until he
sold his personal collection in 1988.
Since that time he has acted solely as a dealer, and hasn’t
collected in 32 years, but every time he had the opportunity to
buy a major collection of special serial numbered banknotes,
his insides started churning with excitement.
Over the past two decades Mike Abramson has had articles published in Coin World
and Paper Money magazine, and is widely considered the nation’s largest currency dealer
concentrating on special serial numbered banknotes. He considers it a real honor to have
been the primary dealer for constructing five of the six largest collections of these notes since
the A. A. Grinnell sales of the 1940s: The massive VA radar/repeater collection, The Baltimore
collection sold in 1999, the landmark John Whitney Walter Collection, the James W. “Billy”
Key collection and the Mel Wilmore collection. Mike sold the VA radar/re- peater collection in
1999 in his 168 page fixed price catalog and wrote the auction catalogs for the Key and Wilmore sales through Lyn Knight Currency Auctions in 2012 and 2014.
In mid-2019 Mike Abramson began planning and preparing for his retirement. On February
1, 2020 he officially took a step back from his longtime role as a paper money dealer, and a few
weeks later his remaining inventory was sold via Lyn Knight Auctions. Our firm will forever be
grateful for the knowledge and enthusiasm he has instilled in each of us towards special serial
numbered notes. Our greatest hope is that his passion for fancy numbers continues to shine
through all of us at Executive Currency.

A Final Note From Mike
Hello my friends:
While I retired on 2-1-20, I want you to know that you are in good hands dealing with
the professionals at Executive Currency. Fred, Bianca, and Doris Bart have taken
over my business and have made the commitment to treat you with same care and
concern that I tried to exercise over the past several decades.
I can think of no one in the industry that can and will provide you with reasonable
prices and high quality banknotes. I would greatly appreciate your doing business with
the Barts and can promise you they will work hard to earn your business. Give them a try,
if you already haven’t done so. I know you won’t be disappointed.

Mike
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SOLIDS

NOTES

01. $100 2001 FRN, CD 11111111 A. Big Head design, tough denom, great SN.
Looks like a Gem by today’s grading standards. PMG Ch Unc 64. $4495.

02. $2 2009 FRN, K 11111111 A. When it comes to deuces, this is a “solid one.”
PMG EF 40. $4995
03. $5 1988-A FRN, C 22222222 A. Old design with a sea of twos for the serials.
PMG Ch Unc 64. $1595
04. $1 1957-B Silver Cert, S 33333333 A. Solid 3s on a Silver Cert! Blue seal
fancies never last long--especially solids. PMG Ch Abt Unc 58. $1695
05. $5 2013 FRN, ME 66666666 D + 9 Progressive. Ten note set,
66666660 - 666666669. Superb Gem. $1695
06. $1 2009 FRN, L 88888888 U + 6 “Lucky 8s” See Chart Below. $5450
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SOLIDS

PACKS

07. $1 2006 FRN, E 11111101-200 F. Solid 1s on a $1--if that doesn’t excite you,
nothing will. Eleven notes deep is where the solid rests in this original, consecutive
pack of 100 that’s still secured by its original BEP strap. Beyond the solid 1s, this
note offers 9 notes with seven 1s (11111101, 21, 31...) and 89 notes with six 1s in a
row! Arrived just in time for the catalog with no prior exposure from our firm. Take
home the trophy pack with solid 1s on a $1! Gem. $2795

08. $1 1993 FRN, F 22222201-300 H. The real treasure lies twenty notes into the
original, consecutive pack of 100 that’s still secured by its original BEP strap.
Beyond the solid 2s, this note offers 9 notes with seven 2s (6 of which are in a row)
and 89 notes with six 2s in a row! Solid packs don’t surface often and never last
long. Gem. $2495

To order, email Bianca@ExecutiveCurrency.com | 9

MINI SOLIDS

PACKS

100 consecutive Gem notes in their original BEP strap.

09.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

$1 1988-A FRN, C 00002201-2300 D. Four Digit Pack with 00002222. $245
$1 1988-A FRN, G 00003301-3400 L. Four Digit Pack with 00003333. $245
$1 1988-A FRN, C 00005501-5600 D. Four Digit Pack with 00005555. $245
$1 1988-A FRN, G 00005501-5600 L. Four Digit Pack with 00005555. $245
$1 1988-A FRN, C 00006601-6700 A. Four Digit Pack with 00006666. $245
$1 1988-A FRN, C 00006601-6700 D. Four Digit Pack with 00006666. $245
$1 1988-A FRN, C 00007701-7800 D. Four Digit Pack with 00007777. $245
$1 1988-A FRN, G 00007701-7800 L. Four Digit Pack with 00007777. $245

ASCENDING LADDERS

17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.

$1 2003 FRN, C 12345678 A. PMG Gem Unc 66EPQ. $1695
$1 1985 FRN, C 12345678 D. PMG Gem Unc 65EPQ. $1695
$1 1988-A FRN, F 12345678 Y. PMG Ch Unc 63. $1495
$5 1993 FRN, J 12345678 A. PMG Ch Unc 64 EPQ. $1595
$20 1990 FRN, C 12345678 A. PMG Ch Unc 64. $1595
$10 1993 FRN, C 01234567 B. PMG Ch Unc 64EPQ. $1295
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ASCENDING LADDERS
23.

24.

25.

To order, email Bianca@ExecutiveCurrency.com | 11

ASCENDING LADDERS
26.

27.

What’s the Earliest Fancy Number
Known on US Paper Money?
Research from the archive records at the Treasury Department confirms America’s
first note printed is a $10 1861 Demand Note from Philadelphia, (Fr.7a.) It carries
serial number one and plate position A. This note brought just shy of $400k in 2014
in a Heritage Auction.
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ASCENDING LADDERS
28.

29.

30.
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ASCENDING LADDERS
31.

32.

33.
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ASCENDING LADDERS
34.

35.

36.
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ASCENDING LADDERS
37.

38.

Does Executive Currency Buy Fancy Numbers?
Yes we do, but we buy a lot more than that, too! If you’re looking to sell your
fancy numbers or any US paper money / coins, contact us today
and we’d be happy to help!
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ASCENDING LADDERS
39.

40.

41.
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ASCENDING LADDERS
42.

43.

44.
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ASCENDING LADDERS
45.

MINI ASCENDING LADDERS

PACKS

100 consecutive Gem notes in their original BEP strap.

46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.

$1 1988-A FRN, C 00001201-1300 D. Four Digit Pack with 00001234. $295
$1 1988-A FRN, G 00001201-1300 L. Four Digit Pack with 00001234. $295
$1 1988-A FRN, C 00002301-2400 D. Four Digit Pack with 00002345. $245
$1 1988-A FRN, G 00002301-2400 L. Four Digit Pack with 00002345. $245
$1 1988-A FRN, G 00003401-3500 L. Four Digit Pack with 00003456. $245
$1 1988-A FRN, G 00004501-4600 L. Four Digit Pack with 00004567. $245
$1 1988-A FRN, C 00005601-5700 D. Four Digit Pack with 00005678. $245
$1 1988-A FRN, G 00005601-5700 L. Four Digit Pack with 00005678. $245
$1 1988-A FRN, C 00006701-6800 D. Four Digit Pack with 00006789. $245
$1 1988-A FRN, G 00006701-6800 L. Four Digit Pack with 00006789. $245 | 19

DESCENDING LADDERS

56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.

$100 2006-A FRN, KB 98765432 L. PMG Gem Unc 66EPQ. $2450
$1 2006 FRN, G 87654321 E. PMG Superb Gem Unc 67EPQ. $1695
$1 1988-A FRN, G 87654321 T. PMG Superb Gem Unc 67EPQ. $1695
$1 2006 FRN, C 87654321 F. PMG Gem Unc 66EPQ. $1495
$1 1988-A FRN, K 87654321 C. PMG Gem Unc 66EPQ. $1495
$1 1988-A FRN, B 87654321 W. PMG Ch Unc 64. $1395
$1 1963 FRN, J 87654321 A. PMG Ch Abt Unc 58EPQ. $1195
$20 1995 FRN, D 87654321 A. PMG Ch Unc 64EPQ. $1595

64.
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DESCENDING LADDERS
65.

66.
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DESCENDING LADDERS
67.

68.
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DESCENDING LADDERS
69.

70.

71.
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DESCENDING LADDERS
72.

73.

74.
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DESCENDING LADDERS
75.

76.
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DESCENDING LADDERS
77.

78.

Not sure if you have a fancy number?
That’s okay. We’re here to help! This catalog should give you a good idea of what
many fancy number collectors like, but if you need a second opinion let us know!
Call/Text: 586.979.3400
Email: info@ExecutiveCurrency.com
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Facebook.com/ExecutiveCurrency
Instagram @ExecutiveCurrency

DESCENDING LADDERS

79.

80.
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DESCENDING LADDERS
81.

82.
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DESCENDING LADDERS
83.

84.
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MINI DESCENDING LADDERS

PACKS

100 consecutive Gem notes in their original BEP strap.

85.
86.
87.
88.
89.
90.

$1 1988-A FRN, G 00003201-3300 L. Four Digit Pack with 00003210. $245
$1 1988-A FRN, G 00004301-4400 L. Four Digit Pack with 00004321. $245
$1 1988-A FRN, C 00005401-5500 D. Four Digit Pack with 00005432. $245
$1 1988-A FRN, C 00006501-6600 D. Four Digit Pack with 00006543. $245
$1 1988-A FRN, C 00007601-7700 D. Four Digit Pack with 00007654. $245
$1 1988-A FRN, C 00008701-8800 D. Four Digit Pack with 00008765. $245

SKIP LADDER SERIAL SETS
91.
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SKIP LADDER SERIAL SETS
92.

93.
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SKIP LADDER SERIAL SETS
94.

95.
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SKIP LADDER SERIAL SETS
96.

97.
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SKIP LADDER SERIAL SETS
97.

98.
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SKIP LADDER SERIAL SETS
99.

100.
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SKIP LADDER SERIAL SETS
101.

102.
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SKIP LADDER SERIAL SETS
103.

SERIAL NUMBER ONES

104. $1 2006 FRN, F 00000001 P. If you’re only going to own one Serial Number
One, this is the one to buy! This arrived too late for grading, but likely to return as
an original 64 from the service of your choice. Ch CU. $4995
To order, email Bianca@ExecutiveCurrency.com | 37

SERIAL NUMBER ONES

105. $20 1996 FRN, AF 00000001 J. An affordable opportunity on an exciting
denomination. Minor ink in the margin that isn’t close to touching the design.
PMG VF 20, net. $2795

106. $1 1995 FRN, C 00000001 C. A serial number coveted by the elite with
circulation comfortable for collectors. Tiny margin splits noted along fold lines
that are consistent with the grade. PMG VF 25, net. $1995

107. $5 1929, Capital NB Sacramento (CA), Ch-10107, C000001A. Serial Number
One. Tough, wealthy state. Most SN1s from CA are considerably more expensive.
PMG VF 30. $2995
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SERIAL NUMBER ONES

108. $2 Original, Fr.389, FNB Kankakee (IL), Ch-1793. Serial Number One--Lazy
Deuce. Only about three dozen serial #1 Lazy Twos exist from the entire nation. Net
for trivial paper toning and unimportant edge damage. Trophy of epic proportions.
If you purchase only one note this year, make it this one! Terms available.
PMG VF 30, net. $39,500
109. $5 1928, The Bozeman-Waters NB of Poseyville (IN) Ch-8149. D000001A.
Serial Number One. Only 10 small size notes known from this bank. Ch CU. $1995
110. $10 1929, The NB of Toledo (IA) Ch-13073. D000001A. Serial Number One.
The only other $10 Serial Number One from this bank brought nearly $2600 in
2005. CU. $1995
111. $10 1929-II, FNB Pittsfield (ME), Ch-13777. A000001. Serial Number One.
Only 6 known from this scarce town. PCGS VF 25. $1995
112. $5 1929, Peoples NB of Waterville (ME), Ch-880. B000001A. Serial Number
One. Tough state--even tougher SN. PCGS Ch Abt New 55 PPQ. $2195
To order, email Bianca@ExecutiveCurrency.com | 39

SERIAL NUMBER ONES
113. $5 1929, Peoples NB of Waterville (ME), Ch-880. E000001A.
Serial Number One. Looks Unc to us. PCGS Ch Abt New 58. $2195
114. $20 1929, F Wayne NB of Detroit (MI), Ch-10527. D000001A.
Serial Number One. This Motor City marvel has everything you’d hope from a SN1.
PMG Ch Unc 63EPQ. $1995
115. $5 1929, The FNB of Appleton (MN), Ch-8813. C000001A.
Serial Number One. A well-margined note that would easily be at home in a 64
holder. PMG Ch Unc 63. $1995

116. $20 1929, Albuquerque Ntl Trust and Savings Bank Albuquerque (NM),
Ch-12485. Serial Number One. Exceedingly rare state! Only 2nd NM #1 to be
offered in 37 years. The last example brought five figures. Small edge tear at the
bottom center doesn’t enter the design. PCGS EF 40. $4995

117. $5 1929, FNB in Ayden (NC), Ch-13554. Serial Number One. Among most
elusive states from which to acquire a serial number one. Our firm paid a five-figure
sum to land this trophy. PMG 58EPQ. $11,950
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SERIAL NUMBER ONES

118. $2 Orig Series, Fr. 387, FNB Athens (OH), Serial Number “One” Lazy Deuce.
Ch 233. Ex-Don Kelly, bold pen sigs. Net grade from restoration area of serial
changing it from 1727 to “1.” Absolutely appears to be a mid-five figure item. Under
graded. PMG VG 8, net. $4995
119. $5 1929, Mifflin County NB of Lewiston (PA), Ch-1579. Serial Number One.
Small nick and scuff at the bottom margin. F000001A. PCGS Abt New 53. $1895
120. $5 1929, NB of McKeesport (PA), Ch-4625. Serial Number One. D000001A.
A micro scuff in the margin, not worthy of a net. PMG Ch Unc 63. $1895

121. $20 1882-BB, Fr. 496, Ninth NB of Philadelphia (PA), Ch-3371. Serial
Number One. 1 of only 26 $20, SN #1Brown Backs reported for the entire county.
Comment “repaired” difficult to locate. One of the nicest #1 known. PMG Ch EF 45,
net. $8995
122. $5 1928, Farmers and Merchants NB Tyrone (PA), Ch-6499. Serial Number
One. 000001.PCGS Ch New 63PPQ. $1895
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SERIAL NUMBER ONES

123. $10 1902, Fr. 613, Citizens NB Windber (PA), Ch-E6848. Red Seal--Serial
Number One Red Seal. The only #1, of 6 known on bank. Comment of “small edge
splits at left and right” could have easily been overlooked. PCGS VF 25, app. $4995

124. $5 1929, FNB Houston (TX), Ch-1644. Serial Number One. A000001A.
Southern SN1 that could have easily slid into an AU holder as it has the look of a 64.
PCGS EF 45. $2795
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SERIAL NUMBER TWOS

Fun Fact:
Serial Number Twos
are considerably
rarer than Serial
Number Ones on
FRNs as most were
pulled for Quality
Assurance within the
BEP.

125. $1 1974 FRN, C 00000002 D. Well-balanced margins frame this stunning
serial number two whose scarcity will impress the sophisticated collector. Ch CU.
$695
126. $20 1963 FRN, J 00000002 A. Our firm has handled less than a handful of
$20 serial #2s in four decades. Ch CU. $695

SINGLE DIGIT SERIAL NUMBER
127. $5 1929-II, FNB of O’Fallon (IL), Ch-6924. Serial Number Four. Spectacular
single-digit serial on a note that has all the eye-appeal and originality a collector
could desire. Ch CU. $445

DOUBLE DIGIT SERIALS
128.
129.
130.
131.
132.
133.
134.

$5 1974 FRN, F 00000026 D. CU. $115
$5 1974 FRN, F 00000027 D. CU. $115
$5 1974 FRN, F 00000028 D. Small, faint stain above Lincoln’s portrait. CU. $75
$1 1969 FRN, D 00000029 B. Ch CU. $115
$1 2013 FRN, E 00000030 D. Superb Gem. $145
$1 2013 FRN, L 00000030 D. Gem. $115
$1 1988-A FRN, H 00000031 B. Gem. $115
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DOUBLE DIGIT SERIALS
135.

136. $1 1935 SC, H 00000049 A. Moderate foxing appears on this two-digit blue
seal. Ch CU. $75
137. $20 1929, FNB of Eaton Rapids (MI), Ch-2367. E000053A. Serial Number 53.
1 of 4 known. Small repair in the top margin. Last example sold for $3750 eleven years
ago. Fine. $1995
138. $1 1963 FRN, J 00000064 A. Ch CU. $115
139. $20 1929, FNB of New Berlin (PA), Ch-7897. Serial Number 72. B000072A.
Seven small known; none offered for public sale in the last decade. Note lost its
bottom right corner during circulation and picked up a blue mark that crosses the
brown seal on face. VF. $315
140. $1 196 3-A FRN, L 00000073 E. CU. $115
141. $20 1996 FRN, AG 00000073 D. Ch CU. $135
142. $5 2006 FRN, IA 00000075 *. STAR NOTE! PCGS Gem New 65PPQ. $345
143. $20 1929, FNB Isanti (MN), Ch-10554. F000075A. Serial Number 75.
Very Rare--9 known! VF. $645
144. $1 2013 FRN, E 00000092 D. Superb Gem+. $145
145. $5 2006 FRN, IA 00000095 *. STAR NOTE! PCGS Superb Gem New 67PPQ.
$425
146. $1 1981 FRN, H 00000097 B. Gem. $115
147. $20 1929, FNB of Millville (PA), Ch-5389. Serial Number 97. C000097A. Lower
right corner missing and tear barely extends beyond the margin. Light blue mark
extends from seal through charter #s on face. Despite minor flaws there are only 9
notes known from bank--only 3 of which are $20s. VF. $395

SUPER RADARS
148. $20 2017 FRN, NF 30000003 B. Superb Gem. $295
149.
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SUPER RADARS
150.

151.

What’s the Best Fancy Number
Executive Currency has Owned?
We’ve been so blessed to handle several exciting pieces, but the $100 1966
Legal Tender Serial Number One holds first place on our podium. This sold for a
record-price above any other U.S. small size note.
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RADARS
152.

46 |

TERRIFIC TWO-DIGIT RADAR SET
$1
$1
$1

2006
2006
1995

FRN
FRN
FRN

F11011011R Gem
B11211211G Gem
A11311311H Gem

$1 1995
$1 1988-A
$1 2003-A

FRN
FRN
FRN

G55055055K
J55155155A
C55255255B

Gem
Gem
Gem

$1
$1
$1
$1
$1
$1

1995
1988
2003-A
2006
2003-A
2003-A

FRN
FRN
FRN
FRN
FRN
FRN

F11411411H
K11511151A
A11611611A
K11711711C
A11811811A
A11911911A

Gem
Ch CU
Gem
Gem
Gem
Ch CU

$1
$1
$1
$1
$1

FRN
FRN
FRN
FRN
FRN

E55355355G
B55455455F
E55655655A
H55755755B
H55855855G
55955955

Gem
Gem
Ch CU
Gem
Gem
Need

$1
$1
$1

2006
2003
1993

FRN
FRN
FRN

E22022022D
C22122122C
B22322322F

Gem
Ch CU
Gem

$1 2006
$1 2001
$1 1995

FRN
FRN
FRN

E66066066C
B66166166D
B66266266R

Gem
Gem
Gem

$1
$1
$1

2003-A
2003-A
2006

FRN
FRN
FRN

E22422422E Ch CU
E22522522E Gem
G22622622A Gem

$1 2003-A
$1 2003-A
$1 2003

FRN
FRN
FRN

F66366366D
E66466466H
C66566566E

Gem
Gem
Ch CU

$1
$1
$1

2006
2006
2006

FRN
FRN
FRN

B22722722G Gem
E22822822C Gem
B22922922G Ch CU

$1 1999
$1 2003-A
$1 2003-A

FRN
FRN
FRN

L66766766G
E66866866H
E66966966H

Gem
Gem
Ch CU

$1
$1
$1
$1

2006
2003-A
2003-A
2006

FRN
FRN
FRN
FRN

C33033033F
K33133133A
K33233233A
L33433433K

Gem
Gem
Gem
Gem

$1 1985
$1 1995
$1 1985

FRN
FRN
FRN

77077077
K77177177B
C77277277A
J77377377C

Need
Ch CU
Gem
Gem

$1
$1
$1
$1

2006
2006
1995
1999

FRN
FRN
FRN
FRN

L33533533K
E33633633C
H33733733B
F33833833S

Gem
Gem
Ch CU
Gem

$1
$1
$1
$1

2003
2003
1985
1974

FRN
FRN
FRN
FRN

E77477477J
E77577577J
G77677677J
K77877877B

Gem
Gem
Ch CU
Gem

$1

1995

FRN

D33933933B

Gem

$1 2003

FRN

E77977977J

Gem

$1

1969-D

FRN

K44044044B

Gem

$1 1993

FRN

L88088088G

Gem

$1
$1
$1
$1
$1
$1
$1
$1

2003-A FRN
L44144144I Gem
$1 2003
FRN H88188188B
2003-A FRN
K44244244A Ch CU
$1 1993
FRN B88288288D
2006
FRN
G44344344A Gem
$1 2003-A FRN F88388388H
2003-A FRN
K44544544A Gem
$1 1988-A FRN G88488488A
2003-A FRN
K44644644A Gem
$1 2003-A FRN L88588588B
1993
FRN
L44744744F Gem
$1 2003
FRN K88688688E
2003
FRN
E44844844I Gem
$1 2006
FRN E88788788E
2003
FRN
E44944944I Gem
$1 2003-A FRN E88988988E
We would be honored to assist you in locating the two missing notes from this set.

1988-A
2006
1981-A
1993
1988-A

Set of 70 Notes $2495

Gem
Gem
Gem
Gem
Gem
Gem
Gem
Gem

RADARS
153.

154.

155.

156.

157.
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RADARS
158.

159.
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RADARS
160.

161.

162.

163.

164.
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RADARS
165.

166.

167.

168.
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RADARS
169.

170.

171.

172.
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RADARS
173.

174.

175.

176.

177.
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RADARS
178.

179.

180.

181.

182.
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RADARS
183.

184.

185.

186.

187.
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RADARS
188.

189.

190.

191.

192.
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RADARS
193.

194.

195.

196.

197.

198.
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RADARS
199.

200.

201.

202.

203.

204.
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RADARS

227. $2 1995 FRN, F 33111133 A. Quad center radar on a deuce with some light
brown staining in the top and right margin. Priced to sell. VF-XF. $35
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RADARS
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RADARS

259. $10 1929,United States NB of Omaha (NE), Ch-2978. Perfect Binary Radar.
A001100A. Forbidden title. Two nearly invisible staple holes. VF. $895

RADAR STAR PACK
260. $1 1999 Radar Star Pack-- E 01144101*-200*. Ten notes deep lies the
coveted star radar note 01144110. Fully original pack with 100 consec notes in its
original BEP strap. $275

REPEATERS
261.
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7 OF A KIND
266.

267.

268.

| 61

7 OF A KIND
269.

270.

271.
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6 OF A KIND
272.

273.

274. $5 2009 and $20 2006 Matched Pair-- 333333xx. Two denominations with
identical serials that begin with six threes in a row. Multiple sets available; therefore, your example may vary in the last two digits only than the illustrated note.
Gem+. $60
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THREE DIGIT SETS
275.

276.

277.
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THREE DIGIT SETS

FOUR DIGIT SETS
289.

290.
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FOUR DIGIT SETS
291.

$1 AND $5 MATCHED FOUR DIGIT PACK PAIR
Two Four Digit Packs of different denominations with each bearing identical
serial numbers. The probability of these being paired defies all statistical odds.
This dynamic duo is nothing shy of incredible!
Each pack contains 100 consecutive notes wrapped in its original BEP strap.

292.
293.
294.
295.

$1 1988-A and $5 2009 00002101-2200. $995
$1 1988-A and $5 2009 00002501-2600. $995
$1 1988-A and $5 2009 00002701-2800. $995
$1 1988-A and $5 2009 00002801-2900. $995
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FOUR DIGIT PACKS
296. $1 1988-A FRN, Four Digit Pack--0000xxxx. 100 consecutive notes in their
original BEP strap with each note’s serial number beginning with four zeros. $225
297. $5 2009 FRN, Four Digit Pack---0000xxxx. 100 consecutive notes in their
original BEP strap with each note’s serial number beginning with four zeros. $795

$1 AND $2 MATCHED FOUR DIGIT PAIR

298. $1 2003-A and $2 2003, Matched Four Digit Pair. Identical four digit serial
0000xxxx. A statistical improbability to offer this pair of two denominations, with
identical serials and grades . The notes have been encapsulated together and
graded as PMG Gem Unc. Please note we have a few examples available; therefore
your pair may differ in serial number only than the one pictured. $145

How Should I Build My Fancy Number Collection?
Fancy number collections lend themselves perfectly to freedom and flexibility. You
can collect on your own terms without any structure and appreciate each piece
independently or you can follow popular collecting themes. Some collectors opt
to build denomination sets with identical serials while others seek serial numbers
of sentimental significance (birth years of themselves and family members, graduation years, wedding anniversary, etc.) If building sets appeals to you, consider
establishing or expanding your collection to include sets of radars, solids, ladders,
or repeaters.
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LUCKY 8 SETS
299.

300.
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LUCKY 8 SETS
301.

302.

BINARY SETS
303.
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BINARY SETS
304.

305.

Is the Fancy Number Market Strong Right Now?
Former Executive Currency partner, Mike Abramson, sold his remaining fancy
number inventory via public auction in March 2020 to a very eager and active
collecting population from around the globe. The bids were strong and the public
was excited. It’s likely this sector will continue to gain popularity as it offers both
entry-level and elite selections along the fancy number spectrum.
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BINARY SETS
306.

307.
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BINARY SETS
308.

309.

310.
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BINARY SETS
311.

Check Your Change
We can’t promise you’ll find a serial number one after getting a tank of gas, but we
can guarantee that you won’t know if you don’t look at your money before putting
it back into your wallet or pocket. Take a second, flip through each bill, and look at
both sides for anything that stands out. If you think you have something that might
be worth a premium, get in touch and we’ll be happy to help!
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BINARY SETS
312.

How Do I Start Collecting Fancy Numbers?
As with any realm of collecting, we’d suggest you start with what you like. We hope
this catalog gives you some ideas! Now that you’ve discovered what you like (and
don’t like) establish a comfortable monthly budget to plan for your collection. If
an item catches your eye, but exceeds your immediate budget, ask us about our
interest-free layaway which allows you to reserve the note and pay a little each
month. We’ll echo our beginning answer: collect what you like.
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BINARY SETS
313.
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BINARY SETS
314.

315.
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BINARY SETS

316.

317.
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BINARY SETS
318.

Want exclusive deals and priority access
to new inventory?
It’s simple, join our e-mail list! About once a week, we send deals and specials,
exclusively for members of our e-mail list. Once a month you can expect to receive
our Newsletter, “Out of the Holder” where we keep you updated with the latest
news and announcements for the industry.
To join, simply e-mail Kim@ExecutiveCurrency.com with the subject SUBSCRIBE.
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BINARY SETS
319.

320.
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BINARY SETS
321.

322.

323.
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BINARY SETS
324.

325.

ULTRA-EXCITING BINARY PACKS
Each pack contains 100 consecutive notes wrapped in its original BEP strap.

326. $1 1988-A FRN, C 00001001-1100 D. Four Digit Pack with first and last note,
1010, 1011, as true 0 +1 Binaries. $225
327. $1 1988-A FRN, G 00001001-1100 L. Four Digit Pack with first and last note,
| 81
1010, 1011, as true 0 +1 Binaries. $225

MISCELLANEOUS FANCY SETS
328.

329.

330.

331.
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MISCELLANEOUS FANCY NUMBERS
332.

LARGE SIZE FANCY NUMBERS

333. $1 1896, Fr. 224, Educational. Serial Number 80! Faces up considerably
nicer than the grade. This was likely a presentation note that eventually made its
way into circulation. PCGS Fine 15. $1750
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LARGE SIZE FANCY NUMBERS

334. $1 1923 SC, Fr. 237, K 42 B. Two-digit low serial numbers on the $1 1923
Silver Certificates are quite scarce, far more so than low serial numbered Black
Eagles. LCG Gem New 66PPQ. $795
335. $1 1923 SC, Fr. 237, A 28 D. Great Serial; better look! Ch CU. $795
336. $1 1923 SC, Fr. 237, A 65 D. Likely to grade a point or two under its SN.
Ch CU. $795
337. $1 1917 LT, Fr. 36, B 85 A. Has great centering for the issue and very bright
colors with a trace of bleed-through on the back. Ch AU+. $795
338. $1 1917 LT, Fr. 37, M 90 A. Typical centering for grade. PCGS New 62 PPQ.
$1495

339. $1 1917, Fr. 39, True Binary [11110101] A true binary with only 0s and 1s.
PCGS Ch Abt New 58PPQ. $495
340. $1 1918 FRBN, Fr. 718, D 209 A. An honest and attractive XF. $395
341. $1 1923 LT, Fr. 40, A 269 B. Terrific 3-digit! CU. $595
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BIRTH YEAR NOTES

Serials 1901-2099 Available
An opportunity to commemorate or celebrate a:
Birth Year, Anniversary, Graduation, Wedding, or other Special Event.
342. Four Digit Birth Year notes—multiple denominations and multiple years.
Ex:00001957. $115

If past attempts have been unsuccessful, we encourage you to ask
again! We just acquired a couple new birth year packs
and are likely to have your desired serial number.
Don’t wait--these always sell quickly!
Does Your Collection Extend Beyond
Fancy Numbers?
In addition to fancy serial numbers,
Executive Currency is proud to offer
thousands of pieces of US Coins and US
Paper Money including large + small size
type, errors, nationals, autographs, packs,
confederate, obsolete, and uncut sheets.
To view the latest catalog of our complete
inventory, click here.
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ORDER FORM
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SELL TO US
Dear Collector, Heir, or Executor:
If paper money no longer holds the fascination that it once did and you are considering
selling—or if you are charged with selling a collection on behalf of someone else—permit
us to place your material into the hands of a new generation of enthusiastic collectors. We
understand that decisions are not made lightly. Hence we will discuss the route that best suits
your circumstances and maximizes your financial return.
Please realize that in addition to United States paper money, our firm also handles all
United States coinage form 1794-present. Outside consultants are utilized for areas such as
historical autographs, fine art, stamps, and numismatics from other countries allowing us to
handle nearly every estate.

Date May 2020

Some of the venues that we offer:
Outright purchase: our firm has spent $1,000,000s on individual collections. Immediate
funds are available. Many poorly capitalized dealers wait to pay clients until after they’ve sold
an item. Our firm pays promptly via bank wire or certified funds—whichever you prefer.
Private treaty: our firm has brokered single collections up to $10,000,000 at one time.
Arrange auction consignment: our firm has handled more than $50,000,000 in auction
consignments on behalf of our clients. This includes single sales between $3,650,000 and
$9,200,000—plus countless collections in the $100,000 to $1,000,000 range. There are
more factors to consider when negotiating auction terms than most people can imagine.
To the inexperienced, the process can be extremely intimi- dating and less rewarding than
when negotiated by experts. In fact, if we can’t deliver a better overall package than the
auction company offers, our services are free.
When the time comes to discuss distributing your holdings, we welcome the privilege of
assisting you. Please call or text Frederick Bart at 586.979.3400 or Bart@ExecutiveCurrency.
com for a confidential analysis.
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GET IN TOUCH
Executive Currency
PO Box 2 | Roseville | MI | 48066
+1.586.979.3400
Bianca@ExecutiveCurrency.com
www.ExecutiveCurrency.com

